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ABSTRACT
We report the first estimate of the He abundance of the population of RR Lyrae stars in the Galactic
bulge. This is done by comparing the recent observational data with the latest models. We use the
large samples of ab type RR Lyrae stars found by OGLE IV in the inner bulge and by the VVV survey
in the outer bulge. We present the result from the new models computed by Marconi et al. (2017),
showing that the minimum Period for fundamental RR Lyrae pulsators depends on the He content. By
comparing these models with the observations in a Period versus effective temperature plane, we find
that the bulk of the bulge ab type RR Lyrae are consistent with primordial He abundance Y = 0.245,
ruling out a significant He-enriched population. This work demonstrates that the He content of the
bulge RR Lyrae is different from that of the bulk of the bulge population as traced by the red clump
giants, that appear to be significantly more He-rich.
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1. INTRODUCTION
RR Lyrae are very old variable stars, with ages typically > 11 Gyr (e.g. Walker et al. 1989), traditionally adopted
as standard candles and tracers of Population II properties. Within the Milky Way (MW), RR Lyrae stars are
typical members of Galactic globular clusters and the field of the Galactic halo but have also been found in large
numbers towards the bulge of the MW. The Galactic bulge is dominated by metal-rich stellar populations, but early
spectroscopic measurements concluded that the RR Lyrae in the bulge are metal-poor (see e.g. Smith et al. 1984).
Butler et al. (1976) measured a mean metallicity of [Fe/H] = −0.65±0.15 for RR Lyrae in the inner bulge and Rodgers
(1977) also reported a low metallicity for 27 RR Lyrae in the Palomar-Groningen fields in the outer bulge. Moreover,
Walker et al. (1991) measured a low mean spectroscopic metallicity with a small dispersion [Fe/H] = −1.0± 0.16 for
59 bulge RR Lyrae in the Baade window. Kinematically, the bulge RR Lyrae are also very hot, with low rotation and
large velocity dispersion. For example, Gratton (1987) measured a large radial velocity dispersion σ = 133± 25 km/s
for 17 bulge RR Lyrae in the Baade window, and more recently Kunder et al. (2017) measured σ = 126 from 947 bulge
RR Lyrae. In summary, the RR Lyrae in the Galactic bulge are old, metal-poor, and kinematically hot. However,
their He abundance has never been measured. Such a measurement would be particularly interesting because, even
if not representative of the whole bulge, RR Lyrae trace the oldest and most metal poor populations found in this
Galactic component (Minniti 1996), so that they can help us to understand the very early formation and chemical
evolution of the Milky Way.
In fact, the He abundance is very difficult to measure in stars, and spectroscopic stellar He measurements are scarce.
A thorough discussion of helium abundance indicators from photometry is given by Sandquist (2000). The R method,
based on the idea proposed by Iben (1968), is the main way to estimate He abundance of old stellar populations like
globular clusters and the Galactic bulge (see e.g. Cassisi et al. 2003, and references therein). Renzini (1986) argued
about the importance of the He abundance of the Galactic bulge, finding Y = 0.30− 0.35 from the R method. This is
higher that the primordial He abundance, as expected from Big Bang nucleosynthesis and as measured in the oldest
known stellar populations, represented by the globular clusters. Terndrup (1988) and Minniti (1995) also used the
same method to measure the bulge He content, finding a lower He abundance (Y = 0.30 ± 0.05 and 0.28 ± 0.02,
a Based on observations collected at the European Organisation for Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere under ESO
programmes 179.B-2002 and 298.D-5048.
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2Figure 1. Period distribution for the Galactic bulge RRab samples of the OGLE IV (top) and the VVV Survey (bottom).
respectively), but confirming that the bulge is not only metal-rich, but also He-rich. In addition, Minniti (1995) found
that there is no significant gradient in the mean bulge He abundance measured from the red clump (RC) giants, in
the Galactocentric distance range 0.3 < RG < 1.6 kpc. Nataf Gould (2012) argued that the enhanced He enrichment
of the Galactic bulge can reconcile the different bulge ages estimated by different groups. This field is not devoid
of controversy. In fact, Lee et al. (2015), proposed that the double structure observed in the bulge RC stars and
interpreted as the X-shape structure of the Galactic bulge (McWilliam & Zoccali 2010; Saito et al. 2011), can be due
instead due to bulge stars with enhanced He abundance. Gonzalez et al. (2015) counter argued that this cannot explain
the observations of the RC across the whole bulge, and in particular of the disappearence of the double RC feature
away from the minor axis. This recent controversy underscores the importance of the measurement of the bulge He
abundance also for studies of the structure of the inner Milky Way.
In order to make some progress, here we use another method, based on the fact that current nonlinear convective
pulsation models predict that the minimum Period for fundamental mode RR Lyrae pulsators (RRab) depends strongly
on the He content. Therefore, we use the observed Period distribution of Galactic bulge RRab in comparison with
new models by Marconi et al. (2017, in prep). The bulge RRab observational data come from Optical Gravitational
Lensing Experiment (OGLE IV, Pietrukowicz et al. 2015) and the VISTA Variable in the Via Lactea (VVV, Minniti
et al. 2010) surveys, that mapped from the inner to the outer bulge, allowing us also to explore the presence of possible
gradients.
This Letter is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the data used in this research. In section 3 we present
the RR Lyrae models. In section 4 we discuss the results and implications of this work. Finally, our conclusions are
summarized in section 5.
2. THE GALACTIC BULGE RR LYRAE SAMPLES
We use the OGLE IV RRab sample of 27,258 stars in the inner Galactic bulge (0.2 < RG < 1.4 kpc) from Pietrukowicz
et al. (2015). They estimated photometric metallicities following Jurcsik (1995), Jurcsik (1996) and Smolec (2005).
A subsample of these OGLE IV variables have VVV near-IR photometry from Dekany et al. (2013). We also use the
VVV Survey sample of 1019 RRab from Gran et al. (2015), Gran et al. (2016). Their RRab search was focused on
the outermost tiles of the VVV (1.1 < RG < 2.1 kpc), where the crowding is not severe and reddening is reduced with
3Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the RRab considered in this work. The inner RRab come from the OGLE IV sample of
Pietrukowicz et al. (2015), and the outer bulge RRab come from Gran et al. (2016). In total the RRab sample covers from
RG = 0.2 to 2.1 kpc (adopting a Solar distance of R0 = 8 kpc).
respect to the inner regions. The VVV observational schedule includes single-epoch photometry in ZY JHKs bands
and variability campaign in Ks band (Minniti et al. 2010). So these near-IR selected RRab are a completely different
sample, found in a different way than the optical search made by OGLE, which serves as an excellent comparison to
check that the results are not sample dependent. In Figure 1 we show the period distribution of the Galactic bulge
RRab from the OGLE IV (top panel) and the VVV Survey (bottom panel), respectively. The spatial distribution of
the two samples is plotted in Figure 2 for a total covered Galactocentric distance range of 0.2 to 2.1 Kpc.
3. THE MODELS
RR Lyrae are important tracers of Population II stars, and therefore have been subject of extensive modeling, being
reasonably well understood not only observationally but also theoretically (e.g. Bono 1997; Marconi et al. 2011, 2015).
We have recently computed an updated set of nonlinear convective hydrodynamical models of RR Lyrae stars with
the same metal abundances as in Marconi et al. (2015) but enriched helium content, namely Y = 0.30 and Y = 0.40.
A grid of these models computed for fundamental and first overtone pulsators for a variety of Y and Z values is shown
in Figure 3. The detailed discussion of the results of these new computations is reported in Marconi et al. (2017,
in prep). Here we only anticipate that, in agreement with preliminary models of helium enriched RR Lyrae for the
metallicities representative of RR Lyrae in ω Cen (Marconi et al. 2011), an increase in the adopted helium abundance
corresponds to an increase in the predicted RR Lyrae luminosity levels and in turn to longer predicted periods.
If we consider all the pulsation models computed for Z ranging from 0.0006 to 0.008, roughly representative of Bulge
RR Lyrae, namely [Fe/H] = −1.0±0.5, we can compare the predicted period distribution as a function of the adopted
helium abundance and take advantage of the clear dependence of the minimum fundamental period on Y. This is clearly
shown in Figure 3 where first overtone (top panel) and fundamental (bottom panel) models from Marconi et al. (2017)
are plotted in a period-versus effective temperature diagram, for the labelled helium abundances and metallicity range.
In particular, black symbols correspond to standard helium assuming ∆Y/∆Z = 1.4, with primordial He abundance
of 0.245(see Cassisi et al. 2003; Marconi et al. 2015), while magenta and blue circles correspond to Y = 0.30 and
Y = 0.40, respectively.
4. RESULTS
4Figure 3. Periods vs effective temperatures for fundamental RR Lyrae pulsators (bottom) and first overtone pulsators (top),
from the models of Marconi et al. (2017) for a range of metallicities and Helium abundances as indicated. We notice that the
main effect on period variation is produced by variations in the helium content and the corresponding variation in the luminosity
level. Metallicity effects on predicted periods are very small (within few percent). The red line indicates the observed shortest
period baseline for comparison.
As already shown in Figure 1, there is no significant difference between the VVV and OGLE IV RRab Period
distributions. The minimum RRab period break can be clearly seen at P = 0.430 ± 0.05 days, indicating a similar
He content and this period value does not change as a function of Galactocentric distance (over a large range from
RG = 0.2 kpc out to RG = 2.1 kpc). Moreover, dividing the RRab sample into bins of equal latitude shows no
dependence, implying the absence of a significant gradient in the bulge RRab He content (from b = −10 to +5 deg).
Thus, there appears to be no gradient in the He abundance as a function of Galactic latitude (nor Galactocentric
distance). In the bottom panel of Figure 3 we overplot the measured minimum RRab period to the fundamental
model distribution, suggesting a good agreement between theory and observations for the standard helium abundance.
The top panel of Figure 4 shows the period vs color distribution for the OGLE IV bulge RRab from Pietrukowicz et
al. (2015) that have been spectroscopically confirmed by Kunder et al. (2016). The near-IR colors for the individual
RRab have been properly dereddened using the maps of Gonzalez et al. (2011, 2012), by taking the mean of a 2 arcmin
radius field centered on each target, and assuming the interstellar extinction law from Cardelli et al. (1989). We note
that using the Nishiyama et al. (2009) extinction ratios does not change the results. The presence of half a dozen
redder RRab outliers can be explained by the non-uniform reddening variations. The (V − I)0 color can be taken
as a proxy for Te, arbitrarily scaled to compare with the models shown in the middle panel of Figure 4. We notice
that the predicted trend of increasing period with decreasing effective temperature is not seen so pronounced in the
observed period vs color diagram, as likely due to a significant uncertainty in the dereddened (V − I)0 colors. Indeed,
we verified that when transforming model effective temperatures into (V − I)0 colors, the trend is still predicted.
The thick red line in both panels indicates the shortest period baseline measured for the bulge RRab, P = 0.430±0.05
days. For comparison we show on the right the observed OGLE IV Bulge RRab period distribution. This theory vs
observations comparison (for mean [Fe/H] = −1.0 ± 0.5 dex) yields a He abundance of Y = 0.245 for the Galactic
bulge RRab, value that is consistent with the primordial He abundance. This value is solid, i.e. it is the same for the
two independent datasets (OGLE IV and VVV). It is relevant that the existing RR Lyrae spectroscopic metallicities
exhibit a small dispersion ([Fe/H] = −1.0±0.16, Walker et al. (1991). A few (< 10%) bulge RRab appear to be more
metal rich (with [Fe/H] > −0.5 dex), indicating that the fraction of more He-rich RRab should also be small. Even
5Figure 4. Comparison of the fundamental RR Lyrae pulsator models from Marconi et al. (2017) from Figure 3 (middle) with
the observations of bulge RRab (top), where the (V − I)0 color is taken as a proxy for Te (scaled arbitrarily). The thick red
line in both panels indicates the shortest period baseline measured for the bulge RRab. The period distribution from the bulge
RRab of OGLE IV is shown on the right also for comparison. As a check we also show (bottom) the predicted Halo fundamental
RR Lyrae period distribution compared with the histogram of periods from Sesar et al. 2017 on the right.
though we cannot exclude the presence of a small fraction of stars with Y = 0.30, we can also conclude that Y = 0.40
stars are ruled out. The improvements that can be made for the future are to increase the RRab sample in the inner
and outer bulge, and to obtain spectroscopic RRab metallicities.
In order to check the predictive capabilities of current pulsation models in correctly inferring the helium abundance
of a population of RR Lyrae stars, we tested the method against a sample whose helium abundance is generally
considered to be known. In particular we selected the PanSTARRS1 catalog of RR Lyrae stars in the Galactic halo
by Sesar et al. (2017), adding the Sloan Digital Sky Survey strip 82 by Sesar et al. (2010). The helium abundance
of these halo RR Lyrae stars is generally considered to be primordial. This result was confirmed by the comparison
shown in the lower panel of Figure 4 where the predicted fundamental periods for a metallicity range representative of
the Galactic halo population are shown together with the histogram of periods by Sesar et al. (2017) (on the right).
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a method to estimate the He content of bulge RRab stars, based on the comparison between
predicted and observed shortest periods of RRab, that the models indicate are very sensitive to the assumed He
6content. We find consistency with the canonical value for old and metal-poor populations of Y ∼ 0.245 by comparison
with the latest models of Marconi et al. (2017). We cannot exclude the presence of a small fraction of enhanced He
abundance RRab, similar to that measured for the bulge RC stars, with mean Y = 0.28 − 0.35 Terndrup (1988);
Renzini (1994); Minniti (1995). However, we can rule out extreme He enhancement (Y ∼ 0.4) for the bulge RRab
stars. We also find that there is no significant gradient in the bulge RRab He content for a wide range of Galactic
latitudes and Galactocentric distances.
The bulge RRab stars appear to be a different population than the bulk of the bulge stars as traced by the RC
giants. The more metal-poor and kinematically hot component of the bulge (traced by the RR Lyrae) is probably
older and its formation occurred before than the dominating metal-rich component that is traced by the RC giants
Minniti (1996); Dekany et al. (2013); Kunder et al. (2017); Barbuy et al. (2017). We conclude that the bulk of the
bulge RRab are indeed a stellar population with primordial He abundance, as opposed to the bulge RC giants that
are He enriched. This is consistent with the bulge RRab being among the oldest stars in the inner MW.
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